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BY
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L. Markus [4] has discussed the concept of kinematic similarity of

matrices and Lillo [3] has used this idea in the study of almost periodic

solutions of differential equations. The concept as considered by Markus

and others (see [4] for further references) evidently has its origins in Lia-

pounoff's work [2, pp. 240-243] where the case with which we are concerned

in the present paper is referred to as a "reducible system of equations."

Markus restricted his considerations to matrix functions of a real variable t

which are bounded on a half-line, say 0 ^t< », but almost periodic matrices

are bounded on the whole real line. Accordingly we find it more natural, as

it would be in the applications Lillo makes, to define Mn as the set of all n

by n matrices whose entries are complex-valued functions of a real variable

/ which are continuous and bounded on the whole real line. Let A(t), B(t)

QM„. If there exists aP(t)QMn such that P'^QMn and P~1(AP-P')=B

(here £' = dP/dt), then we say A is completely kinematically similar to B and

we write A~B. We use the modifier "completely" to distinguish this concept

from that considered by Markus, and we shall abbreviate the phrase "com-

pletely kinematically similar" to c.k. similar.

Our purpose here is to consider for a matrix A(t)QMn its c.k. similarity

to a constant matrix as a form of characteristic value problem related to linear

differential equations involving the matrix A(t). We obtain a necessary and

sufficient condition for .<4(/)~23, where B is constant, in terms of such prob-

lems.

We first make a few observations regarding the differential equations and

the solutions involved in c.k. similarity. Suppose A(t)QMn and P(t)QMn is

such that £-'(0£M„ and P-1(AP-P') =23 where B is constant. Let C be

a nonsingular constant matrix and define Q(t)—P(t)C. A trivial calculation

shows that Q~l(AQ — Q') = C^BC so that B may be put in Jordan canonical

form. It is clear then that -4(i)£.M„ is c.k. similar to a constant matrix if

and only if there is a P(t)QMn and a Jordan matrix J (constant) such that

(1) £' = A(t)P - PJ

and P-^(t)QMn.

It follows easily that if P(t) is a solution of (1), then Y(t)=P(t)eJt is a

solution of
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(2) Y' = A(t)Y,

and if Y(t) is a solution of (2), then P(t) = Y(t)e~Jt is a solution of (1). For F

and P related in this way we have det P(t) =det Y(t) -det e~Jt and it follows

from well known results regarding solutions of linear systems [l, p. 28 and

p. 76] that

(3) det Pit) = det F(0) • exp|   f   tr(A(s) - J)ds\

where det D = determinant of the matrix D and trT> = trace of D. If Pit)

is a solution of (1) and Y(t) = P(t)eJt, then P~l(t) exists if and only if the

columns of F are linearly independent over the complex numbers since this is

true if and only if det F(0) ¿¿0 [l, p. 69]. Also we observe that if P~x(t) exists,

then the columns of P are certainly linearly independent over the complex

numbers.

We now state two more observations formally as lemmas. Throughout

we assume A (t) E M„ and J constant.

Lemma 1. Let P(t)EMn be a solution of (1) such that P~1(t) exists. Then

P~l(t)EMn if and only if

(4) Re(  f   ti(A(s) - J)dsj

is bounded on — <x> <t< <x>. (Here Re(z) denotes the real part of z.)

Proof. Clearly det P(t) -det £-*(i) = 1. If P~l(t) is bounded then det P(t)
is bounded away from zero so this with the boundedness of £(0 implies

through (3) that (4) holds. Conversely, if (4) holds, then det £(f) is bounded

away from zero and this with the boundedness of £(/) implies that P~l(t) is

bounded, i.e. P~l(t)EMn.

Lemma 2. Let P(t)EMn be a solution of (1) such that P~l(t)EMn. Then

(5) inf | pit) |   > 0

for each column vector p of P. (Here, if pT = (pu, pa, ■ • - , pn¡), pT = transpose

of the column matrix p, then \p(t)\ = (2<-i |£<j(0| 2)1/2 and the infimum is

taken over — oo <f < oo.)

Proof. Using the Hadamard theorem, |det £(/)| 2á IT"-i \pj(t)\2 where

pi(t), j=l, 2, - • • , n are the columns of P, we see that since the p¡(t) are

hounded (PEMn),iiini\pj(t)\ = 0 for some j = l, 2, • • • ,n, then inf | det P(t)\
= 0. For £-1(¿)G7l7„ this is impossible by virtue of (3) and Lemma 1.

The form of the equation (1) and some of the observations made above

inspire the following definitions and theorem.
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Definition 1. If pi, p2, - - - , pr, r^l, are bounded (on — <x> <t< =°)

vector functions of t such that for the real number X

(6) p{(t) = (A(l)-\I)pi(t),

(7) pi(t) = (A(t) - \I)p.(t) -P.-1 (t),        s = 2,3,---,r,

and if

(8) inf|ii(0 |   >0,

then pi, pi, • • • , pr will be called a characteristic set for A (t) belonging to

the characteristic exponent X.

Definition 2. If p,(t, X, i), s = l, 2, • • • , r<(X), i = l,2, ■ • ■ ,m are char-

acteristic sets for A (t) belonging to the characteristic exponent X, then these

sets will be said to be independent if pi(t, X, i), i= 1, 2, - ■ ■ , m are linearly

independent over the complex numbers.

Definition 3. If the characteristic exponent X is such that every bounded

vector solution of

(9) p' = (A(t) - XI)p,

except the identically zero one, satisfies (5), then X will be said to be proper.

Definition 4. If there is a maximum number of vectors in a collection

of independent characteristic sets for A(t) belonging to the characteristic

exponent X, this maximum number will be called the multiplicity of X.

Theorem. For A(t)QMn to be c.k. similar to a constant matrix it is neces-

sary and sufficient that there be real numbers Xi, X2, • • • , X9 which are proper

characteristic exponents for A(t) and which have multiplicities pu pt, • ■ ■ , p4,

respectively, which are such that 23y=iPy = w and such that Re(f0[tr A(s)

— 23y-i Py^y]ds) ¿5 bounded.

Proof of sufficiency. For each Xy, j= 1, 2, • • • , q let p,(t, \¡,i),s=l,2, • • •,

r,y, i=l, 2, • • • , m¡ be the independent characteristic sets such that

23r~i rij = Pi- We may without loss of generality assume that

(10) fiy 2 rv 2 • • • 2 rmji, j = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q,

and that

(11) Xi > X2 > • • • > X„.

We now form the matrix £ using the p,(t, Xy, i) as columns, pe(t, Xy, 1),

s = l, 2, ■ ■ • , fiy, in order being successive columns followed by p,(t, Xy, 2),

s=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , r2j, in order etc., these groups of columns being ordered in £

according to the index j of Xy. Since we have 23y-i23f-i ra= 23y-i P; = w vec"

tors to form the columns and these vectors are ra-dimensional, being solu-

tions of   (6)   and   (7),  we  thus  form  an  n  by  n  matrix £.  We define
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7=diag(7ii, 72i, ■ • • , Jmtq) where 7<y=Xy7+£, 7 being an r<y by r,y identity

matrix and £ the same size matrix with ones just above the main diagonal

and zeros elsewhere.

Using equations (6) and (7) for the various characteristic sets with

X=X,-, 7 = 1, 2, • • ■ , q, we find, with P(t) and J as defined above, that P(t)

is a solution of (1). Accordingly we form Y(t) =£(<)eJi, which is a solution of

(2), and show that the columns of Y(t) are linearly independent over the

complex numbers. As remarked earlier this implies that P~l(t) exists. The

condition that Re(JJ[tr A(s)— Z'-i P-Ayl^s) be bounded then implies by
Lemma 1 that P-l(t)EMn so that finally A(t)~J.

It remains then to examine the columns of Y=PeJt. From the form of

eJt [l, p. 77] the columns of F may be written

«-i  ¿*

(12) y.(t, Xy, i) = &* Z — p.-k(t, Xy, ¿)
k=o k!

for s= 1, 2, • • • , rn, i—1, 2, • • • , m¡,j= 1,2, ■ ■ ■ , q. Suppose now that for

some complex constants a(s, i, j) we have

q       mj    rij

(13) Z Z Z <s, i, j)yt(t, Xy, i) « 0.
y_l ,_i „=i

We wish to conclude that then all a(s, i, j) =0 so we assume they are not.

Hence let j' be the smallest value of j= 1, 2, • • • , q such that a(s, i, j) ^0

for some 5 and i; thus a(s, i, j)=0 for j<j'. By (10) we have rty =rH' for all

4=1,2, • • -, my so let s' he the largest value among the numbers 1, 2, • ■ ■ ,

fty such that a(s, i, j')^0 for some *'; that is, a(s', i, j'O^O for some i but

a(s, i,j') =0 for s>s'. Next let *' be the largest value of i such that d(s', i,j')

9^0; that is, a(s', *"', j')^0 but a(s', i, j')=0 for 4>t:'. Finally for each 4>4V

let s'i be the largest value of salty such that a(s, i,f) y^O. By the definitions

of s' and *"' it is clear that s't<s' and also that s* *£**<'>'■ Hence by (10) we

have s'áfty for 4^4'. With these observations and the notation z(t; s, i, j)

= a(s, 4, j)ys(t, Xy, 4) we may write (13) in the form

(%'       b' mj'        si' \ q       mj     rij

Z Z + Z  T,)*(f,s,i,f) + Z Z Z !(*;*,i,j) = o,
,-=l s=i       ¿=i'+i   <=i/ H'+l *» 1 «=l

all other terms being zero.

Using (12), we now substitute for ya(t, Xy, 4) in (14) and divide by

f/-igX,'i (for f^o). The result may be written

(15) Z a(s', »,/) —-— pi(t, \y, i) + Z (0 =■ 0
<-i (s - 1) ! 1

where Zi (0 contains all the terms arising from (14) except those in the

very first sum for which s = s' and k = s— 1 where k is as in (12). Thus the
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terms in 231 (0 are, except for constant factors, of one of the following types:

(16) exp((Xy - \r)t)tk+l-s'p,-k(l, Xy, i)    with   j > j',

(17) /*+!-«' ps_k(t, Xy, i) where i, k, s satisfy (a), (b) or (c),

(a) i>i', s^s't, k^s — 1,

(b) i£ï, s<s', k^s-1,

(c) i'é.i', s = s', k<s — 1.

Now the functions p,-k(t, Xy, i) are bounded, so certainly terms of the type

(16) tend to zero as /—» + » since by (11) Xy>Xy for j>j'. For terms of the

type (17) we have k + 1— s'<0 in any case so they also tend to zero as

/—»+co. Hence lim(_+00 23i (0=0. But from (15) we see that 23i (0 is a

solution of (6) with X = Xy and since Xy is a proper characteristic exponent

for A(t) and since inf | 23i (0| >° tn^n bY Definition 3 23i (0*0. But this
is impossible since a(s', i!', i')^0 and the pi(i, Xy, î), i=l, 2, ■ ■ • , my, are

linearly independent by Definition 2, the characteristic sets belonging to each

Xy being independent by hypothesis. This contradiction implies a(s, i,j)=0

for all s, i and j so the y,(t, Xy, i) are linearly independent as was to be shown

and the proof of sufficiency is completed.

Proof of necessity. We assume A(t) is c.k. similar to a constant matrix

which, as pointed out earlier, may be taken to be in Jordan canonical form.

Hence there is a P(t)QMn and a Jordan matrix J which satisfy equation (1).

In fact, as Markus indicates,/maybe taken real, for if 7 = diag(/i,/2, • ■ •>/«)

where 7y has only the characteristic root Xy let p¡ be the imaginary part of

Xy, 7 = 1, 2, - • • , q. Then 5 = diag(/n7, p2I, - - - , pqI) and eiSt commute with

J if the scalar blocks p¡I in 5 are the same size as the corresponding block J¡

in J. Define Q = PeiSt and we have

Q' = AQ - Q(J - iS)

where now J — iS is in Jordan form and has only real characteristic roots.

Accordingly we assume that J in (1) is real. If Xi, Xj, • • • , X, are the distinct

characteristic roots of J we may order them as in (11) and the sizes r¿y of

the various elementary divisor blocks as in (10) and take J as it was in the

proof of sufficiency.

Since P(t)QMn and P-x(t)QMn it follows by Lemma 2 that inf | p(t)\ >0

for every column of £(/)• Hence from the form of (1) it is clear that by Defini-

tion 1 the columns of P(t) make up a collection of characteristic sets for A(t)

belonging to the characteristic exponents Xi, X2, • • • , X8. Moreover since

£_1(i) exists the columns of £ must be linearly independent over the complex

numbers so that the characteristic sets for each Xy are independent according

to Definition 2. Also with p,= 23™-1 ra the multiplicity of Xy is at least py.

We must show that the multiplicity of X, is equal to py, j= 1, 2, • • • , q and

that the Xy are proper characteristic exponents. This would complete the
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proof since clearly Z°-iPj:=w and since P~l(t)EMn we have by Lemma 1

that Re(f0[tr A(s)- ¿*_iPyXy]ds) is bounded.
To show that the characteristic exponents Xy, j = 1, 2, • • • , q are proper

we first consider vectors yp(t) of the form

(18)
*»/*

iKO = Z Cipi(t, X, i)

where/ is one of the numbers 1, 2, ■ • ■ , q and X=Xy. We shall show that

inf |^(i) | >0 unless all the c,- are zero. If not all the c< are zero we show that

i//(t) may be taken to be a column in a matrix ^(t) G 717„ such that \l/_1(0 G M„

and ¥'(<) =4(t)^r(t) -•$(£) J and it follows from Lemma 2 then that inf \\¡/(t) |

>0. In fact, we define ^(i) =P(t)K where £ is a nonsingular constant matrix

which commutes with J and the resulting SI/ will have the properties just

mentioned.

For simplicity of notation let r", = r,y and m = m¡' and because of the

ordering (10) we have ri§:r2^ • • ■ ̂ rm. Let a be the largest value of i for

which c.t^O in (18), i.e. c,t^0 but ct = 0 for 4>cr. Then r^r, for 4^cr. Now

we write 7 in block form as

(19) J =

Ja

0

0

0

7'

0

0

0

Jß\

where Ja and J¡¡ contain the elementary divisor blocks 7„ for which j <j'

and j>j' respectively and J' contains those blocks for which j=j'. Then we

have J' in block form as

0

(20) J' =

0

72'

0      0

0      0

■ 0

• 0

■j:

■ 0

• 0

• 0

J m

where, again for simplicity in notation,  7/=7,y, 4=1,  2, • • • ,  m; i.e.

J'i =X7+£ where 7 and £ are as before and are r¿ by r,- in size. For K we take

(21) K

\I

0

0

0 0

K' 0

0     7

where the partitioning is as in (19). For K' we take
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(22) K'

I   0 • • • £i • • • 0]

0   2 • • • 2v2 • • • 0

0    0 • • • c„7 • • • 0

0   0 0    • ■ - I

where the partitioning is as in (20). The matrices Kt are r,- rows by r„ columns

and we take

(23) *-0- for i < a,

where here 7 is an r, by r„ identity matrix. The diagonal blocks in K' are

all identity blocks except for cv7 in the crth place, all blocks above this one

are to be of the form (23) and all other blocks are zero blocks.

From the form of J and K in (19) and (21) we need only verify J'K' =K'J'

in order that JK = KJ and from the form of J' and K' in (20) and (22) we

need only verify that 7/ £< = £</,' for ¿<cr in order that J'K' = K'J'. But

for i<a, r^r, so we may write

(24) *-(
X7+ £        W

0 X7 + £:)•

where W has r, rows and ri — r, columns, and using (23) the relation //£,

= K~iJJ is easily verified. Thus JK = KJ. Now from (22) we see that K' is

upper triangular and we have from (21) det K = ccrr. But 0,9*0 so K is non-

singular. Now it is clear from the prescribed form of K that ip(t) in (18) is

one of the columns of V(t)=P(t)K. Hence it follows that inf \rj/(t)\ >0.

With the result just established we can finish the proof that the

Xy, j=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , q, are proper characteristic exponents for A(t). Again let

X = Xy where/is one of the numbers 1, 2, ■ • • , q and define Z(t) =£(í)e(jr_X7,í.

Since P(t) satisfies (1) it is readily verified that Z(t) satisfies

(25) Z' = (A(t) - \I)Z.

Moreover since P(t) is nonsingular so also is Z(t) and the columns of Z(t)

span the space of all solutions of

(26) p' = (A(t)

The columns of Z(t) may be written as

\I)p.

(27)
t*

z,(t, Xy, i) = exp((Xy - X)0 23 77 P'-k(t, K **).
k-0   k\
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for 5=1, 2, • • • , r a, 4 = 1, 2, • • • , m,, 7 = 1, 2, • • • , g. Now let fai) be a

bounded solution of (26). It may be written as

q      mj    rij

(28) fat) = Z Z !>(*, i,j)z.(t, X;, i)-
y=l ,=i ,=i

By reasoning similar to that in the sufficiency proof we may now show that

all b(s, i, j) =0 except possibly those for which s= 1 and j=j'■ For if we as-

sume b(s, 4, j) 7^0 for some 5 and i for some j-Aj' we take j" to be the largest

value oij>j' or the smallest value of j<j' such that b(s, 4, 7)^0 for some 5

and 4. We then let s" be the largest value of s such that b(s, i, j")^0 for

some 4 and let i" be the largest value of i such that b(s", i, j")^0. Thus

b(s", i", j")^0 but b(s", i, j")=0 for i>i" and b(s, i, j")=0 for s>s".

After substituting from (27) into (28) and dividing the result by

t*"~l exp((Xy — X)t), we may write the result in the form

(29) Z b(s", i,j")     /        Pi(t, \r; i) = Z (0 + f1-"«»"»"*'*(*),
<_i (í   - 1) ! 2

where Zs (0 contains all the terms arising from those in (28) except those

for which j=j", iúi", s = s" and k = s—l where k is as in (27). The limit of

the right hand side of (29) is zero as /—*+ °° or as t—*— °° according as

j" <j' or j">j' respectively. But the left hand side is a linear combination

of the vectors pi(t, Xy, i) for which at least b(s", i", j")^0 and, as shown

above, must then be bounded away from zero. This is a contradiction so we

conclude that all b(s, i, j) =0 in (28) except possibly those for which j=j'.

Hence we must have

m      r, s—1     4k

(30) fat) = Z Z b(s, i, j') Z - P.-t(t, X, 0
,=1   s=l A=o    «'

where again m = my, r, = riy and X = Xy>.

By a similar argument we can now conclude that all b(s, i, j')=0 except

possibly 6(1, i,j') for some values of i. Thus (30) reduces to

m

(31) *(/) = Z ¿(1, i,j')pi(t, X, i)
i—l

and again by our previous result inf \<b(t)\ >0 unless b(l, i, j') = 0, 4 = 1, 2,

■ • ■ , m, i.e. unless <b(i) = 0. Hence we conclude that X is a proper character-

istic exponent for A(t) and since X represented any arbitrary one of the Xy

the fact that all characteristic exponents are proper is established.

It remains to show that the multiplicities of the characteristic numbers

must indeed be py. If 77y is the multiplicity of Xy, then KyèPi, as has already

been remarked. However, it is clear from the sufficiency proof that given a
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collection of independent characteristic sets belonging to proper character-

istic exponents for .4(0, their multiplicities n¡ must satisfy 23y-i «y = « since

there can be at most n linearly independent vectors defined through such

sets by (12). Hence 23?-iPy= 23<=i »yá». But we now clearly have 23?=iPy
= m in case A (t) is c.k. similar to a constant matrix. Thus none of the inequal-

ities «y>py can hold so «y = py for j= 1,2, • • • , q. This completes the neces-

sity proof.

Remarks. The vectors y,(t, Xy, i) defined by (12) are precisely those solu-

tions of x'=A(t)x which exhibit the invariants discussed by Markus [4]. To

see this we may write

r      1 «~2 tk+l~" ~~\

(32) y,(t, Xy, i) = ¿'H-1-— Pl(t, Xy, i) + 23 —— P.-k(t, Xy, i)   .
L(s — 1)! *=o     k\ J

Since the p,(t, Xy, i) are bounded the terms after the summation sign in the

bracketed expression tend to zero as /—>+ °°. But inf \pi(t, Xy, i)\ >0 so the

norm of the bracketed expression is bounded and bounded away from zero

for all sufficiently large /. Thus for t~^T for some £ we have

(33) log | ya(t, Xy, i) |   = Xyi + (s - 1) log t + log | b(t) |,

where 6(/) is the bracketed expression in (32). From (33) we have then

Xy = limf^+00 f-1 log \y,(t, Xy, i)\. Also from (33)

,... ,      .. «log \y.(t,Ki)e~Xit\
(34) s — 1 =    hm

t-*+» logt

which, in the terminology of Markus, is the type of A(t) for the solution

y,(t, Xy, i). Finally the multiplicities of the characteristic exponents Xy as

defined here in Definition 4 agree with those of Markus while the number of

values of ¿= 1, 2, • • • , m¡ such that r.yès is the multiplicity of the type j—1

corresponding to Xy.

Now suppose A (t) is c.k. similar to a constant matrix; let X be a character-

istic exponent and let p(t) he one of the bounded functions pi(t, X, i) such

that inf |^(01 >0. Then we have

(35) p'(t) = A(t)p-\p

and also, since X is real, then

(36) p*'(t) = p*(t)A*(t) - \p*,

where D* is the conjugate transpose of the matrix D. Let u(t) = [p*(t)p(t) ]1/2

and we easily get from (35) and (36) that

(37) mm' - p*Hp - \u2,

where 27(0 = [A(t)+A*(t)]/2. Let M(t) and m(t) he the largest and smallest
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characteristic roots, respectively, of the Hermitian matrix 77(í) and we then

have from (37)

(38) ««' = Mit)u2 - X«2,

and

(39) uu' = mii)u2 - \u2.

Integration of these inequalities, after division by u2, leads to

(40) 4i0 exp  f    [mis) — \]ds = uit) = u0 exp   I    [Mis) — \]ds,
Jo Jo

for t — 0, where 7í0 = m(0). Now we may write

f  [mis) - \]ds = i   r1 f mis)ds - X

and since u(t) is bounded we conclude from (40) that

lim  sup   r1 j   m(s)ds - X \ = 0.
<->+»      L    J o J

A similar analysis may be applied to the other exponential in (40), using the

fact that inf t<(/)>0, and we get finally

(41) lim sud r1 f m(s)ds g X = lim inf r1 j    M(s)ds.

This result is similar to Theorem 6 of Markus [4] except he assumes A(t)

is normal and he has lim sup for both bounds. We state our result formally

as a

Corollary. Let A(t)EMn be c.k. similar to a constant matrix. Let M(t)

and m(t) be the maximum and minimum characteristic roots of H(t)

= [^4(/)+^4*(i)]/2. Then (41) holds for each characteristic exponent \for A(t).
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